
NUMBER THEORETICAL TOPICS IN INVERSE
GALOIS THEORY

PIERRE DÈBES

Abstract. The aim of the course is to introduce the audience to
inverse Galois theory and to some number theoretical topics in-
volved in inverse Galois theory. We will set some recent result of
the lecturer as the final goal and will use it as a motivation to
discuss the topics that it goes through: the Inverse Galois prob-
lems, the geometric approach, Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem, the
Tchebotarev theorem, the Grunwald problem, the Malle conjec-
ture, some diophantine material on curves: Lang-Weil over finite
fields, Heath-Brown-Walkowiak over the rationals, etc.

The first four sections correspond to the three lectures while the last
section corresponds to the research talk which will be the outcome of
the course.

1. Inverse Galois theory

An introduction to the main questions from Inverse Galois theory
that will enter in the course. In terms of field extensions, with a focus
on the case that the base field is Q or a number field.

Main reference: [Dèb09, chapter 2]

1.1. Arithmetic inverse Galois theory. Inverse Galois Problem (IGP),
the Grunwald problem, the Malle conjecture.

1.2. Geometric inverse Galois theory. Regular Galois extensions.
Regular Inverse Galois problem (RIGP). Riemann’s existence theorem.
The descent question.

1.3. Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem (HIT). Polynomial form. Spe-
cialized extension Ft0/Q of F/Q(T ) at t0. RIGP ⇒ IGP (no detailed
proof at this point; in fact HIT and RIGP⇒ IGP are contained in the
main result of the course and the method provides a proof of them).
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1.4. Problems around the specialization process.

Questions 1.1. Does a regular Galois extension F/k(T ) of group G

(a) have a given Galois extension E/k of group H ⊂ G among its un-
branched specializations ? (Cf. the twisting lemma and the Beckmann-
Black problem).

(b) have all Galois extensions E/k of group H ⊂ G among its un-
branched specializations ? (Cf. parametric extensions).

(c) have among its unbranched specializations a Galois extension E/k
of group G with a specified local behavior at finitely many primes? (Cf.
the Grunwald problem).

(d) have a specialization Ft0/k of group G with t0 “small” ? e.g.
bounded in terms of the degree [F : Q(T )] and the genus g of F? (Cf.
effective HIT).

(e) have many Galois extensions of group G among its unbranched spe-
cializations? with a bounded discriminant? (Cf. the Malle conjecture).

Goal of the mini-course: provide answers to questions (a), (c), (d),
(e) and discuss the implications to the related topics. Question (b) is
discussed in François Legrand’s papers.

Reference: [Dèb01]

Further bibliographic references: [FJ04], [Sch00], [Lan83]

2. The Hilbert-Grunwald theorem

Main reference: [DG12]

2.1. The function field Tchebotarev theorem. Assume from now
on that k is a number field and let Ok be its ring of integers.

Theorem 2.1. Let p ⊂ Ok be a good prime of the k-regular Galois ex-
tension F/k(T ), of suitably large norm Nk/Q(p). Let ω ∈ GGal(F/k(T ).
Then there exists an integer tp ∈ Z such that for every t0 ∈ (Ok)p with
t0 ≡ tp modulo p, the Frobenius at p of the specialized extension Ft0/k
is conjugate to ω in G.

Reminder: the classical density Tchebotarev theorem.

2.2. From Tchebotarev to Hilbert-Grunwald. Globalizing the pre-
vious result: Chinese remainder theorem, Jordan’s lemma. Unramified
Grunwald problem. Effectiveness.
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2.3. The Hilbert-Grunwald theorem. Several forms will be given,
including this one:

Corollary 2.2. Given a regular Galois extension F/Q(T ) of group G,
there exist positive constant c1 and c2 (depending on F/Q(T )) with
the following property. For every B > 0, if HB denotes the set of all
t0 ∈ Z ∩ [1, B] such that Gal(Ft0/Q) = G, then we have

card(HB) ≥ c1B

c
log(B)/ log log(B)
2

(for B � 1)

3. The twisting lemma

Main references: [DG12], [DL12]

3.1. Fundamental group representations. [Dèb09, chapter 3]
Discriminant, branch point set, fundamental groups

3.2. Twisting fundamental group representations. Definition, arith-
metic and geometric interpretations, the twisting lemma.

3.3. The Beckmann-Black problem over PAC fields.

4. The function field Tchebotarev theorem

Main reference: [DG12]

4.1. Grothendieck good reduction theorem. Presentation with-
out proof. References: [Gro71], [GM71].

4.2. Lang-Weil estimates. Presentation without proof.
Reference: [FJ04, chapters 4 & 5].

4.3. Proof of the function field Tchebotarev theorem.

5. Specialization results in Galois theory

5.1. The Hilbert-Malle theorem. A version of Hilbert’s irreducibil-
ity theorem that counts not just the specialization points but the spe-
cialized extensions themselves.
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5.2. Main results. Let G be a finite group of order d ≥ 2 with a
regular realization F/Q(T ) and P (T, Y ) ∈ Z[T, Y ] be an affine model
of F/Q(T ) (the irreducible polynomial of a primitive element, integral
over Z[T ]). Let ρ be the number of distinct roots of the discriminant
∆P (T ) of P w.r.t. to Y and BP ∈ Z the “bad prime divisor” of P .

Theorem 5.1. If p1, . . . , pd are d distinct prime numbers ≥ ρ2|G|2 and
not dividing BP , then for any multiple a ∈ Z of p1 · · · pd, there exists
b ∈ Z such that P (am+ b, Y ) is irreducible in k[Y ] for all integers m.

This is to be related to question 1.1 (d) and effective HIT.

Theorem 5.2. If y is suitably large (dep. on G), the number N(G, y)
of Galois extensions E/Q of group G and of discriminant |dE| ≤ y
obtained by specializing T to t ∈ Z in F/k(T ) satisfies

N(G, y) ≥ y
1−(1/d)

2d degT (P )

Furthermore the counted extensions can be required to be totally split at
every prime p ∈]p0, log y/(2d degT (P ))] (with p0 dep. on G); and “to
be totally split” can be more generally replaced by “to be of Frobenius
in any prescribed conjugacy class of G”.

This is to be related to question 1.1 (e) and the Malle conjecture.

5.3. The self-twisted cover. Main reference: [Dèb14]
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